SOUTH AMERICA INVENTORY LIST
[Consists of 1 box (pt.1) and 1 bag (pt.2)]

BOX Pt.1 Please return all items marked Pt.1 to this box.

Books
- Llama’s Secret, The (Peruvian legend)
- Sea Serpent’s Daughter, The (Brazilian legend)
- Vanishing Cultures: Amazon Basin

Data Cards
- Otavalo Indians (10) (Ecuador) (in plastic envelope)
- Yanomamo Indians (11) (Brazil) (in plastic envelope)

Laminated photographs (8)
- Aia Paec divinity
- Ceremonial earflaps
- Character washing its hair
- Character with turquoise incrustations
- Golden frontal with female figure
- Machu Picchu: mountain city of the Incas
- Rock crystal collar
- Thor Heyerdahl in reed boat on Lake Titicaca, Bolivia

Realia
- Alpaca and llama woodcarvings (Peru)
- Half-moon knit purse (sheep’s wool) (Bolivia)
- Knit doll (colorful) (Chile)
- Knit hat (multicolored) (Peru - Lake Titicaca area)
- Llama (toy) (Bolivia)
- Llama wool hat (chullu) (Bolivia)
- Miniature woman’s shopping bag (Bolivia)
- Panflute (Peru)
- Paper flags (9) (miniature)
  - Bolivia
  - Brazil
  - Chile
  - Colombia
  - Ecuador
  - Paraguay
  - Peru
  - Uruguay
  - Venezuela
- Quechua Indian dolls (2) (Bolivia)
- Rainsticks (2) (Chile)
- Sapucaia drum (Brazil)
- Sheep hooves rattle (Bolivia)
- Tagua nuts (2) (South American palm fruit) (Andes area)
Vicuna toy (Peru)
Woodcarvings (ethnic human figures) (2) (Bolivia)
Yanomamo Indian jungle reed basket (Brazil)

SOUTH AMERICA INVENTORY LIST

BAG Pt.2 Please return all items marked Pt.2 to this bag.

Maps (black #’s on light green dots)
1. “Amazonia: A World Resource at Risk” / “South America”
2. “Indians of North America”
3. “Indians of South America” / “Archaeology of South America”
4. “South America”
5. “South America: Continent of Contrast” / “South America”
6. “South America” / “South America” (people and animals)

Brochures
8. “Self-Guided Tour: Peoples of South America” Colombia, Ecuador and Peru” (museum guide)

Pictures
9. South America (collage, 6 pictures) (mounted)

Posters
10. “Bolivia” (young man) / (reproducibles on back)
11. “Endangered Species of South America” / (reproducibles on back)
12. “Parrots” / (reproducibles on back)
13. “U.S. Panama Conflict”